
Village Verde
Sotogrande
(Apartments and
Penthouses)
Village Verde, Other - Costa del Sol,
Sotogrande

From €620,000
Ref: BIND48814

Exclusive state-of-the-art brand new contemporary apartments and penthouses Location details Unique, exceptional
gated luxury community with 24h security In Sotogrande, nestled by 6 hectares  stunning natural beauty parkland In
a self-sufficient village with wonderful communal spaces and amenities Perfect for reconnecting with nature, relax,
unwind and spend time with family and friends Spectacular facilities include: main swimming pool with sandy floor,
lap pool for adults, indoor pool and spa area, croquet lawn, jogging trail and pedestrian promenade, outdoor gym No
less than 5 top class golf courses in the immediate vicinity Apartment details Choice between two, three and four
bedroom apartments AND four and five bedroom penthouses Phase 1: 49 apartments, only 2 left ava...
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Property Description

Location: Village Verde, Other - Costa del Sol, Sotogrande, Spain

Exclusive state-of-the-art brand new contemporary apartments
and penthouses

Location details

Unique, exceptional gated luxury community with 24h security
In Sotogrande, nestled by 6 hectares  stunning natural beauty parkland
In a self-sufficient village with wonderful communal spaces and amenities
Perfect for reconnecting with nature, relax, unwind and spend time with family and friends
Spectacular facilities include: main swimming pool with sandy floor, lap pool for adults, indoor
pool and spa area, croquet lawn, jogging trail and pedestrian promenade, outdoor gym
No less than 5 top class golf courses in the immediate vicinity

Apartment details

Choice between two, three and four bedroom apartments AND four and five bedroom 
penthouses
Phase 1: 49 apartments, only 2 left available.  Phase 2: 121 apartments available, Phase 3: 
75 apartments available
Sizes between 181 m² and 524 m² with generous proportions, terraces starting at 65 m²
Modern, sleek interiors blending perfectly into spacious terraces, perfect for al-fresco dining
and relaxing
Underfloor heating
Aerotherm air-conditioning system 
Italian bathrooms
Luxury branded kitchens
Every property comes with 2 private garage spaces
Environmentally sustainable project

For more details about prices, building specifications, availability, payment terms, etc, click 
on the "Documents" tab above or contact us via the WhatsApp chat-link at the bottom right of 
this page!

The information indicated for the properties offered for sale on this website is believed to be 
correct at the time of advertising and is subject to errors or omissions, price changes, prior 
sale or withdrawal from the market.
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